STUDENT PRODUCED ‘GOLD RUSH EXPEDITION RACE’ FILM SERIES TO AIR ON UNIVERSAL SPORTS NETWORK

This action-packed documentary film series will be coming to television sets nationwide this fall! Read more...

CCM WELCOMES ITS FIRST DIRECTOR OF COMMUNITY OUTREACH

Anne Cushing-Reid will help CCM expand its community engagement efforts through her new role with the Preparatory Department. Read more...

PERFORMANCE STUDIES ALUMNA APPOINTED TO PROFESSOR OF OBOE

Merideth Hite (BM, '06) has joined the faculty of the University of Southern Mississippi. Read more...

CCM ALUMNI MAKES HIS BROADWAY DEBUT IN THE HIT REVIVAL OF PIPPIN

Michael Schwitter (BFA, '12) takes on the role of Pippin's brother Lewis at the Music Box Theatre. Read more...

CCM ALUMNI WIN TOP PRIZES IN PLÁCIDO DOMINGO’S WORLD OPERA COMPETITION

Amanda Woodbury (MM, '12), John Holiday (MM, '12) and Yi Li (AD, '13) were among this year's finalists in the Operalia competition. Read more...

CCM PROFESSOR OF COMPOSITION ANNOUNCES RETIREMENT

Joel Hoffman joined the University of Cincinnati faculty in 1978. This October, CCM will celebrate his service with a special concert featuring the Ariel Quartet. Read more...

FRESHMAN DRAMA MAJOR RECEIVES CINCINNATUS PRESIDENTIAL AWARD

Isaac Hickox-Young is one of only 11 incoming UC students to receive this prestigious award, which pays full tuition, boarding fees and more for four years. Read more...

First-year graduate student Daniel Blosser has been chosen as the 2014-15 May Festival Choral Conducting Fellow. Read more...

New Artist of the Month: Conductor and CCM Alumnus Isaac Selya (Musical America Worldwide). Read more...

CCM Prep Teaches More Than How to Perform (Cincy Magazine). Read more...
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